News updates

- Online UG and PG courses for regular/ vocational education under the aegis of "Spoken Tutorials' in collaboration with IIT Mumbai

You Can Also Directly Download Course Contents In ZIP File By Clicking Here

- Lectures in Physics ( PG Sem I & Sem II )

- Lectures in Electronics ( UG & PG )

- Proposed fee enhancement in vocational courses from session 2020-21
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IQAC & AQR
NATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND ACRREDITATION COUNCIL
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**BCA** Introduction to Computers, Linux, C and Cpp, QCad, RDBMS, PHP and MySQL, Java.

**B. Sc (IT)** Introduction to Computers, Linux, PHP and MySQL, C and Cpp, RDBMS, Java

**BBM** Introduction to Computers, Linux, LibreOffice Suite (Writer, Calc, Impress), C and Cpp

Dear, Forward to all the student of BCA, MCA, BSC(IT), BBM, & MBA Groups.
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**Spoken Tutorial Project, IIT Bombay**

A spoken tutorial is an audio-visual educational resource.

www.spoken-tutorial.org

https://spoken-tutorial.org/cdcontent/